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West-Trak Clark Tyre Tracks Warranty Terms 
 

The warranty is valid for 12 months from the date of purchase of the tracks.  
The warranty covers the following defects and is subject to the following limitations:  
 
1. Hardness: hardness of the track components is less than 400HB at 0 - 0.5 mm from the 
original surface.  
 
2. Studs: more than 20% of the original quantity of studs have come off. This does not apply 
to CS track, CX track, skidders or where spikes greater than 50mm have been fitted. Where a 
problem has been observed, we will at our discretion decide whether to provide lose 
replacement spikes for the customer to weld on. In cases where we make spike warrantee 
exclusions, Clark Tracks will investigate the claim and make the decision whether warrantee 
applies or not.  
 
3. Strength: significant breaks occurring in links or other parts of the tracks, found to be 
caused by defective welding or component parts.  
 
4. Fitment defects: track is wrongly dimensioned, so that its shape does not conform to the 
tyre manufacturer’s current design and where a sample of the tyre in question has been 
measured correctly at Clark Tracks premises. Presently, tracks should fit with 5 to 20mm 
clearance each side of tyre side wall. However, tyres are regulated by a set of rules that 
allows up to 5% tolerance on main dimensions, which Clark Tracks cannot be liable where 
the tyres fall outside the normal observed dimensions (i.e. those observed at Clark Tracks 
premises with fully inflated, serviceable research tyres).  
 
Clark Tracks Ltd decisions regarding any warrantee case will be discussed between both 
parties. The decision of the Director (Stewart Kelly) will be final.  
 
Warranty Exclusions  
1. Damage caused by transport or storage  
2. Structural modifications made to the tracks without manufacturer’s approval  
3. Damage caused by common abrasion or used on sandy or stony ground.  
4. Tracks not used in accordance with the manufacturer’s instruction. 


